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About the organization: DPS Varanasi stands as a beacon of educational excellence, committed to delivering high-quality 

education that encompasses the complete development of our students—socially, emotionally, spiritually, cognitively, and 

physically. Our curriculum is thoughtfully designed, employing innovative teaching methods and data-driven insights to create an 

enriching and lifelong learning environment. Recognizing the uniqueness of each student, we inspire them to explore their 

passions and purpose. Our students cultivate a profound appreciation and pride for the diverse facets of Indian culture, heritage, 

and the environment, coupled with a strong sense of responsibility towards the planet. By fostering 21st-century skills and 

instilling a success mindset, we empower our students to overcome challenges and strive for excellence. Ultimately, we nurture 

our students to become global citizens, not only academically accomplished but also prepared to make a positive impact on the 

world.

Vision of the organization: DPS Varanasi is a school where facilitators and parents work in tandem to reach the pinnacle by 

motivating every child to develop inner potential and imbibe 21st-century skills to succeed as a global citizen.

Team strength: 92 | Student strength: 1971 | Grades: PG to Grade 12 | Implementing the I CAN processes since 2023-24



IDENTITY CURRICULUM
Implementation

Image - context



Workshop
The training session was taken 

by the Principal and 
coordinators during the 

orientation session in the 
month of May-June 2023-24

Planning
With the help of Peer 

discussion the clarity of the 
process was assured and the 
groups were created for the 

demo sessions.

TRAINING
I CAN Process Training

Dry Run 
The teachers were divided into groups and were told to give demo for the 

different processes they were trained on.
Training

Training at RLC



IDENTITY CURRICULUM
Implementation



REFLECTION
Student Feedback



FEEDBACK 
Parent Feedback

Teacher Feedback A best tool where a students were able to identify their strengths and 
weaknesses. The student could work with their peers and teachers to 
improve on their weaknesses.



AGENDA SETTING
Implementation



Workshop Planning

TRAINING
I CAN Process Training

Dry Run 



IMPLEMENTATION

Image - context Image - context

Video - PREP - D

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1fzmfRrLaD_KwbK_Btp5NY3TufwU3BeDi/preview


IMPLEMENTATION

Image - context
Video showcasing how it is 

done in the classroom

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mUt_R_GO_S6JZCFO7Y-tLZ1aVblUuniR/preview


REFLECTION
Student Feedback



FEEDBACK 
Parent Feedback



FEEDBACK 
Parent Feedback



FEEDBACK 
ANECDOTES FROM 
PARENTS 



IMPACT
Teacher Feedback



IMPACT
Teacher Feedback



BOARD PROTOCOL
Implementation



TRAINING
I CAN Process Training

Workshop Planning

Dry Run 



BOARD PROTOCOL
Implementation

Image - context



REFLECTION
Student Feedback



REFLECTION
Teacher Feedback



FEEDBACK 
Parent Feedback



BUDDY INTERACTION
Implementation



TRAINING
I CAN Process Training

Workshop Planning

Dry Run 



BUDDY INTERACTION
Grade 7 students interaction with grade 3 students on their 
happy and challenging moments



REFLECTION
Student Feedback



CONGLOM
Implementation



Workshop 

Planning

TRAINING
I CAN Process Training



CONGLOM
Students’ expression during Confab in classroom



IMPLEMENTATION
Context of the images: Students’ expression 
during Confab in classroom



REFLECTION
Student reflection during the process implementation - 
Students take a lot of interest in sharing their feelings 
through these interactive sessions



IMPACT
Student reflection



DPS Logo


